
COOKING

WHIRLPOOL®  
SMART APPLIANCE

QUALIFY YOUR CUSTOMER
What is the hardest part of  
cleaning your cooktop today?

Which room do you need to be in  
to interact with your range today?

WFG975H0HZ
5.8 CU. FT. SMART 
FREESTANDING GAS RANGE 
Shown in Fingerprint-Resistant Stainless Steel 
Also available in Fingerprint-Resistant Black Stainless 
6.4 cu. ft. electric model available: WFE975H0H
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CLEANING MADE EASY
EZ-2-Lift™ hinged cast-iron 
grates provide easy access  
to the cooktop without removing 
the grates. Plus, the grates are 
removable and dishwasher-safe.

COOK FOODS FASTER*

True convection cooking  
uses a fan and third heating 
element to circulate hot air 
evenly over, under and around 
food for consistent results  
on each rack.

SCAN-TO-COOK 
TECHNOLOGY
Using the Whirlpool® app on 
their mobile device, customers 
can scan the barcode of select 
frozen foods** to send cooking 
instructions straight to the oven.
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*Compared to a traditional thermal-bake cycle on the same model. **Not all frozen foods included; WiFi & App required. Features subject to change. For details and privacy statement, visit whirlpool.com/connect.

Assembled in Tulsa, Oklahoma
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COOKING

 DEMO
Use the Scan-to-Cook demo on  
learnwhirlpool.com/connected-experience  
to provide sales associates with a simulated 
Scan-to-Cook technology experience.

Show them how the user will interact with the  
Whirlpool® app, and how the app communicates  
with the touchscreen on the unit for a complete  
user experience. Before you leave, bookmark  
the demo website for your sales associates  
to use on their sales floor. 

†Home & Garden Design Ideas, June 2015 (from Verizon Wireless Device Survey).

DID YOU KNOW? 
Since more than 73% of people use a smartphone  
or tablet to help them in the kitchen,† using this  
technology would fit easily into their cooking routine.

WANT TO LEARN MORE? 
Visit learnwhirlpool.com/connected-experience 
and click on the Scan-to-Cook Simulation to go 
through the demo experience and showcase 
how Scan-to-Cook technology works.

VISIT LEARNWHIRLPOOL.COM 
FOR MORE INFORMATION


